Integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) has been analysed considering the degeneracies of localized and extended states separately. Occupied localized and extended states are counted and their variation is studied as a function of magnetic field. The number of current carrying electrons is found to have a saw-tooth variation with magnetic field.
We show that in the integer-quantum-Hall setting the number of current carrying electrons varies like saw-tooth with the magnetic field. Infact we find that this is an alternative manifestation of the integer-Hall-quantization.
1, 2 We also suggest an experiment for counting the number of extended and localized states below the Fermi level as a function of magnetic field B. Besides revealing some more interesting physics embedded in the phenomenon of integer-quantum-Hall-effect (IQHE) and providing the simplest way of understanding the fascinating phenomenon, the present approach to the IQHE is expected to resolve, through the suggested experiment, the following long standing questions: (A) How does the IQHE approach the 2-dimensional localization resultlocalization of all states at any disorder 3 -in the limit B → 0? One has to resolve between two apparently possible alternative scenarios, namely (i) the extended states 'float up' to infinite energy as B → 0; 4 and (ii) the critical disorder W c , required to localize all states in a band approaches zero as B → 0. We will count the number of extended and localized electrons as a function of B, first assuming the Landau subbands to be independent, and then by incorporating the result of Haldane and Yang 4 to discuss the effect of band-mixing.
Take B = 0 to start with and consider an increase in B by δB that inserts one flux quantum into the system. There will be N Landau levels below E F in a system of N electrons per unit area, and each level will have one state (spin is not important for our purpose 
which besides depending on the strength of disorder should depend on B as well.
The arithmetic: Recall that classically (without disorder) the Hall voltage can be written as
where s(B) is the degeneracy of each Landau level and v is the average drift velocity of current carriers. In the presence of disorder and localization we split s(B) as
with E and L respectively representing extended and localized states, and write the Hall voltage in analogy with (2) as
keeping the system current density j x = n E (B)eV (B) carried by n E extended electrons unchanged at the value Nev (as in a typical IQHE experiment). The constancy of j x leads to
that is, n E electrons per unit area carry the current Nev by moving at a higher drift velocity V to compensate for the loss of current due to localization of n
The s E (B) in a particular band always increases with B though non-monotonically -it goes up by 1 only when δB-increase of B adds an extended state to this band which happens with probability 1/(D + 1) in view of (1) (note that following (3), eqn. (1) will
. But we will see that V (B) increases as well as decreases with B depending on where E F is located. So, E y (B) can remain unchanged with B whenever V (B) decreases, in case
We will count the occupied localized and extended states as a function of B and investigate the quantum Hall plateaus through (6) and address the questions stated above. We will follow the picture of Fig.1 commonly used in connection with IQHE.
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Suppose E F is located in the l th mobility gap and the numbers of occupied extended and localized states are respectively ls E (B) and ls L (B) + η (see Fig.1d for η), so that
. Now B is increased by δB, and l new states -one each in l subbands below E F -are added. Suppose i of these states are extended and (l − i) localized. The E F will move downwards by l states and the numbers of extended and localized states will become (ls E (B) + i) and (ls L (B) + η − i) respectively. Then,
And, if E F lies in the l th band of extended states, then the counting of localized and extended states below E F would give
To get the behaviour of E y we will examine
and, For the V (B) note that when E F lies in a mobility gap we will have either V (B+δB) < V (B) whenever an extended state is produced and the s E is enhanced in the subbands below E F , or V (B + δB) = V (B) inbetween these events. On the other hand when E F lies in a band of extended states we will always have V (B + δB) > V (B) because n E (B)
will necessarily decrease due to the downward movement of E F . We find here that good amount of information can be extracted from the variation of V (B) with B. Before we go into the details of the variation of V (B) we will understand the role played by the flexibility of V (B) in the light of the question (D).
If the given N electrons exactly fill l levels then from (2), in the classical case
and this result can be maintained as independent of N and B classically by adding l electrons to the system from outside each time B is increased by δB, and by maintaining j x at Nev (which reduces v suitably as N → N + l). The IQHE presents a setting where the system, under certain conditions, on its own mimics this classical scenario -quantum localization of electrons creates a buffer of states which feeds electrons to l completely filled bands of extended electrons, and keeps them completely filled over a range of B. As long as the bands of current -carrying electrons are exactly filled and j x is maintained constant, the number of electrons in the bands has no relevance, only the number of bands matters for R H as in the above classical case. The exact filling of l bands of extended electrons is therefore exactly equivalent to the exact filling of l Landau subbands (with both localized and extended states in them) as well as l Landau levels in the classical case (i.e., without localization). In such a situation with the help of (4) we have
so that
Thus all the states in l subbands, ls(B), and only these many states matter when the Hall effect is quantized irrespective of the facts that N may be < or even > ls(B).
Returning to V (B) we note that it oscillates about (D + 1)v. When E F is in the l th mobility gap,
i.e., it decreases from above (D + 1)v to below it as B increases. And for E F lying in the l th band of extended states,
where f is the occupation fraction of the upper most band of extended states; so V (B)
increases from below (D + 1)v (for f ∼ 1) to above it (for f ∼ 0) as B increases. .
Since j x = Nev = n E (B)eV (B), we have 
−f l−1+f
for E F in l th band of ext.sts. .
The n E (B) oscillates about N/(D + 1), the value it attains when η = 0 and f = 1/2.
To plot V (B) and n E (B) we make following additional observations with reference to Fig. 1(c) :
, and (14a)
(iii) The number of localized states scanned when E F moves from its position at B a to that at B l is s L (B a )/2, and it is s L (B l )/2 when E F goes from B l to B b . Since The saw-tooth variation of V (B) is shown schematically in Fig. 2(a) . The n E (B)
varies in a manner complementary to that of V (B) - Fig. 2(b) . The bend in each arm of variation is due to the combined effects of (iii) and (i). The V (B) and n E (B) will approach finite non-zero values, (D + 1)v and N/(D + 1) respectively, in the B → 0 limit if D is assumed to be independent of B.
However, D must diverge as B → 0 if n E (B) must approach zero in this limit to yield the well known 2d localization result. By monitoring the variation of E y the E F can be moved to the position corresponding to B = B 2 where E y (B a ) will become equal to E y (B a )(= h/(2e 2 )). Determine the numberdensity of electrons at this stage. Suppose it is N ′ . Then N ′ will be the number of electrons filling two subbands exactly and the electrons removed from the system, N −N ′ , will be from the localized states. So, 2(N − N ′ ) will be the number of localized electrons per subband at B = B a , and we will have
The 
